
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  We near the end of the year and the club championship comes to a close, Carl as usual has stopped updating the results table 
so he can announce the winners at the AGM (24/01/20 at Corsham Football Club). It has been another exciting year of running 
with many members achieving PB's. However, sometimes it's not all about the PB's it is also about being part of club that 
supports all runners whatever their ability or goals.  
 

The club standings at present are: 
 

Ladies (age grading)  
1) Laura Midwinter 
2) Jane Tunnicliffe 
3) Lois Norcott 

Men (age grading):  
1) Dave Mackie 
2) Chris Hunt  
3) Brian Atkins

 

As I announced at a recent club session, I will be standing down from the committee after serving over 6 years. I would like to 
encourage others to consider joining the committee and give something back to the club. The committee meets every third 
Wednesday of the month to discuss the club's important issues. It is an opportunity to have your say in shaping the club for 
the future. Please discuss with any committee member if you want to know more.  
 Also, after serving for over 6 years as club captain, I would now like to hand over the reins to someone else. I've hogged it 
for too long and would really appreciate  some lovely lady to step forward and fill my shoes. Please chat with me to know 
more. 
Lastly, I would like to say a huge thank-you to Vicky Henderson who has kindly taken over organising club kit. 
 

See you all at the AGM!        Jane Tunnicliffe      
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CRC AWAY RUNS  
 
 
 

The 2019 away run season already seems but a distant memory. A mix of old favourites with a few new 
locations and routes provided something for everyone I hope.  They were all certainly very well attended so 
thank you for that. Great thanks also go to all those that led groups on away runs, and especially to Natalie 
Inman, Chris Hutton, Stewart Unsworth and David Bethune for organizing For Fox Sake, Yatton Keynell, 
Cherhill and Marshfield respectively.   
 
If you have any feedback on this year’s away runs, ideas for new events, routes or venues in 2020 and/or 
would be willing to organise an away run or event in 2020 then please drop a line to me at 
awayruns@corshamrunningclub.co.uk. 
 
In the interim, Full Moon Runs continue on a monthly basis. Dates and venues are below so please come and 
join us if you fancy a bit of off-road running in the dark or just want to join us for a drink in the pub 
afterwards. 
 
Thursday 12th December     White Hart, Ford 
Thursday 9th January      Dumb Post, Bremhill 
Tuesday 11th February     The Bell, Yatton Keynell 
Tuesday 10th March          The Kings Arms, Monkton Farleigh (Super Full Moon) 
Thursday 9th April          Quarrymans Arms, Box (Super Full Moon)  

Dave Mackie 
 

 

 

 

 

So I had been going running alone for just over a year and thought that was enough for me. I then did a 10k race in June 

after much encouragement from Biggsy! I found it very different running with others but during the race was helped by 

a fellow runner and made friends with him. He ran at my local running group so I decided to go! I realised that running 

with others is much better than running alone! This club is small but friendly and fun with about 12 people running each 

week. 

Running with them showed me I could run with others so then I plucked up the courage to come along to CRC which 

Richard had been trying to convince me to do for a while. It’s a fair way for me to travel but is so worth it.  

I have thoroughly enjoyed running with CRC through the summer on many of the away runs and enjoyed all the activity 

sessions from the leisure centre. The range of runs and effort sessions is great and is conducted in a very professional 

manner. I love how we hear about the achievements of members in races on Facebook and all achievements are 

celebrated. The dedication of all the group leaders is to be commended and how the club accepts everyone whatever 

running ability is fantastic. I have had a great welcome from the club and have some great friends in Corsham now. My 

running has improved lots and I have improved my times greatly through the months since I joined in July. I have done 

several races and even a half marathon (who would have believed that! Katharine and Alex that was due to your 

encouragement) and am thoroughly enjoying my running. Thanks for the friendly welcome, all the encouraging words 

and the hard work of all the club. You have pushed me hard in my running and supported me each week with friendship. 

I thought it a good opportunity to say thank you and let you know you are all doing a great job!  

Charlie Berry  

Away Runs 

Thank You 



 

 

 
 

 

Run Faster Mint Aero Rocky Road  
 
Ingredients 
500g Milk chocolate 
125g Golden Syrup 
125g Butter 
150g Digestive biscuits 
125g Mini marshmallows 
300g Mint aero 
100g White chocolate 
Green food colouring 
1 large bag of mint aero bubbles 
 
Method 
1.  Line a square tin with tin foil. 
2.  In a large bowl add the milk chocolate, syrup, butter and melt over a pan of simmering water or melt on short bursts 
in the microwave.  Once melted let it cool for 5 mins. 
3.  Add the digestives (broken into pieces), mini marshmallows & mint aero (chopped into pieces) into the melted 
chocolate mix.  Mix, then fold into the prepared tin and place in the fridge. 
4.  Melt the white chocolate on short burst in the microwave, once melted add a few drops of green food colouring.  
Take the rocky road out of the fridge and drizzle over the melted green chocolate, cut the aero bubbles in half and 
scatter on top of the green chocolate gently pushing them down to ensure they stick.  Place back in fridge until set. 
 

Laura Midwinter 
 

 

 

 

ISLE OF JURA 
 

So you really know you have running addiction when getting to, participating in, and returning from, a race swallows up not 
just a bank holiday weekend but a whole week.  
 

The Event: Isle of Jura Fell Race.  
 

A British classic in its 39th year providing a testing 28km outing.  Its 2370m of ascent takes in the three Paps of Jura, which are 
impressive mountains to look at and a daunting prospect to navigate and run over.   
 
A fell race involves visiting a number of checkpoints, which are usually situated on top of hills or mountains.  Routes between 
checkpoints are generally self-determined and gps aids to navigation often not allowed. Ability to use a paper map and a 
magnetic compass is therefore helpful.  The onus is on self-reliance and runners have to carry a bunch of mandatory 
equipment appropriate to the terrain and conditions.  
 

Holiday Planning.  
 

Entry was via a ballot and required evidence of previous fell racing experience.  Having accrued an acceptable CV of fell race 
events, I got lucky in the ballot and a trip to Jura was set for May 19. 
Up until that point I had not checked exactly where Jura was and how to get there. It quickly became apparent that the 
logistics of getting to and from the event would provide as much entertainment as the race. A quick Google confirmed Jura 
was over 500 miles distant from Corsham and an island off an island (Islay) off the Mull of Kintyre, which I had been to before 
and knew was not the easiest of places to get to. 

Recipe 
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After lengthy considerations involving numerous travel 
permutations a plan evolved based around a multi-day train, 
cycle and ferry journey to and from the island. An eBay purchase 
quickly solved the lack of a suitable bike.  
Accommodation was camping conveniently situated at the race / 
start / finish, which itself was adjacent to the Jura whiskey 
distillery and the only pub and shop on the island; happy days. 
So with holiday plans in place I just needed to get race fit. Luckily 
I had a winter of training for a flat road marathon as a 
foundation.  
 
Day 1 (Corsham to Skipness - Car, Train x 3, Ferry, Cycle, Ferry). 
 
Execution of the travel plan proved to be easier than its 
generation.  The train took the strain for the eight hour 
journey from Bristol via Glasgow to Adrossan. From there it 
was a ferry hop to the island of Arran for my first experience 
of cycling with fully loaded panniers. The eBay purchase 
performed admirably but did not have quite a low enough 
gear for the undulating Scottish terrain. The ride to the North 

end of Arran against the clock to catch the last ferry of the day across to the Mull of Kintyre therefore provided a good 
workout for both legs and lungs.  A ferry crossing later, the reward was a wonderful wild camping spot on the seashore; 
sublime views (through a midge net) of Arran’s mountains backlit by the setting sun with cuckoos and oystercatchers 
providing plaintive accompaniment. A grand start to the holiday. 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Day 1 Travels Over - Wild Camping Spot Overlooking Arran 
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Day 2 (Skipness to Jura - Bike, Ferry x 2, Bike).   

 

After an invigoratingly cool night’s camping it was an early start for a warming cycle up and over the Mull of Kintyre’s “neck” to 
catch the first ferry to Isaly. To my mind there are fewer better things than a cooked breakfast on a ferry and I needed no 
encouragement to tackle a ten item Scottish platter of cholesterol magnificence as reward for the dawn chorus cycle ride. The 
ferry also provided the first view of the Paps of Jura and confirmed that running over them would not be without challenge 
and entertainment. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

First Sight of The Paps of Jura 
 
From Islay it was just a short ferry hop to finally reach Jura. For the last leg of the journey it was back to the bike and another 
up and over ride to reach basecamp at Craighouse village.  Home for the next few days would be a tent pitched on the front 
lawn of the Jura Hotel overlooking a lovely bay with fine views East over the sea to the Scottish mainland. The Paps also made 
their presence felt, peeking out from behind some palm like trees and the distillery building - a champion camping spot.. 
With plenty of daylight left there was an opportunity to check the running legs and get acquainted with some of the race 
route.  On the ferry to Jura I had fallen into conversation with Dutchman who was on his fourth visit to the event (it attracts a 
large number of returning runners offering plenty of experience & knowledge to tap into).  He recommended checking out the 
descent of the final Pap, Bienn Shiantaidh, a steep and intimidating run of scree (a loose collection of rocks from pebble to 
football size) all too obvious even from the campsite.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
The Third Pap of Jura, Bienn Shiantaidh, from the Campsite 
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To get to the final Pap I cycled up the final five kilometres of the race route, which is in massive contrast to the rest of the 
race; being flat tarmac. At least my training for a Spring marathon in the Netherlands had some read across to the Jura 
event. Having dumped the bike I enjoyed a gentle amble around the base of Shiantaidh in sunshine before striking steeply 
upwards to join the race route to its summit.  The terrain was far from runnable and as the wind picked up and I entered 
cloud, slow and steady was order of the day with map and compass in play. After a double check at the summit on the 
descent route it was time for some cautious gravity play; the reward for uphill effort. I picked a path of sorts down into 
the steepening scree and followed it intermittently out of the clouds using technique that relied as much on skiing as 
running. Safe ground thankfully arrived in roughly the right place and with no real drama, which was reassuring. It is also 
provided my first ever sighting, rather than sounding, of a cuckoo and the bonus of two hobbies combining. Running 
reality bit back however when a moments inattention landed me in waist-deep bog. Thereafter it was back to basecamp 
for evening of refreshment and running banter in the Jura hotel.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Day 3 (Stooging at basecamp and 

learning all about whiskey distilling). 
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Day 4 (Race Day). 

 

Over the course of the previous two days the campsite / front lawn had filled to capacity with runners and, after checks to 
ensure that we were carrying all the mandatory safety kit, we all gathered under glowering, moisture laden skies for the off.   
 

The crowded initial few kilometres provided a steady warm up over boggy, gently ascending ground. The moisture and wind 
started to make its presence felt and a waterproof top was donned before the first summit and checkpoint.  Soon, as visibility 
and company reduced, so was a map and compass. They all remained fixtures for the next few hours of fun as the three Paps 
of Jura were negotiated.  A direct but it transpired inefficient descent line led to the base of the first Pap, Beinn a Chaolais. Its 
delights remained veiled behind thick clouds. That was no bad thing as the 600m of vertical height gain over 1.5 kilometres 
looked distressing enough on the map. And so it proved to be; I was most grateful to reach the summit checkpoint some 50 
minutes later. With a stiff breeze energizing the rain, and zero visibility, there was no reason to linger there other than to 
check-in with the marshals and thank them for their awesome commitment to the event and our safety. From there it was an 
equally steep descent but at least the path was obvious and provided a rapid helter-skelter drop out of the wind and cloud. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Enjoying the very stiff climb up Beinn a'Chaolais in grand Scottish weather. Photo credit Douglas Simpson. 
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The respite was all too brief however, as the second Pap, Beinn an Oir, immediately made its presence felt. The climb was no 
less steep than the first Pap but was mercifully a bit shorter albeit with trickier route finding.  Again there was no incentive to 
dwell at the summit or on the sharply defined but desolate ridge that followed it.  Some careful navigation identified the 
descent path off the ridge. Having found it, I then swiftly lost it however.  With no path or other runners in cloud-constrained 
sight, I improvised a route down steep un-runnable terrain consisting of boulders and heather. Eventually safer ground and 
other runners appeared.  
 
After three and a half hours of graft, morale, energy and heat levels were starting to flag a little, unlike the wind and rain, as 
the third and final Pap, Beinn Shiantaidh, loomed ahead.  So following the advice of Damian Hall in such circumstances, I ate 
and drank. I also stopped to put on waterproof trousers and immediately wondered why I had not done so earlier; the warmth 
they provided magically fixed my faltering legs and I set off uphill with renewed vigour. Thirty minutes of uphill stomping 
attained the summit checkpoint, which in its rain lashed rockiness was no different to the previous two Paps.  From there I had 
hoped to find the line I had followed down off the mountain two days previously.  It proved elusive in the mist and I was soon 
ensnared in a steep boulder field where the going was both very slow and very awkward.  On the plus side, I was not alone.  
Via a combined search effort a path of sorts was found and we all headed downwards to intercept a traversing “goat track” 
that I recognised and knew would quickly take us to more benign going.   
 
With the three Paps of Jura ticked and weather conditions improving slightly as height was lost, the game was not quite over 
though; there was one last bonus peak to ascend. It was benign compared to what had come before but on legs that were 
once again faltering it proved no less emotional.   
 
With the final summit checkpoint bagged, the way on was a gently descending and navigational simple run off to intercept the 
concluding five kilometres of road.  The squelchy, slippy ground provided some variety to proceedings after the rocky Paps.  
Like the back end of any race, it was now just a question of maintaining concentration and toughing it out to the finish line. 
Unfortunately that is not one of my strengths and I suddenly found myself airborne with thoughts of warmth, food and beer 
rudely interrupted. On coming to ground my left knee managed to find the only rock in acres of bog, which was unlucky. 
Gingerly regaining my feet nothing felt too dented other than my pride. I sloshed on, eventually reaching the road and final 
checkpoint.  The flat and firm tarmac was blessed relief.  
 
Somewhat unexpectedly the five kilometre run-in provided a great way to finish.  With all difficulties astern and the pull of the 
Jura Hotel ahead, I could now safely let my mind wander a little to reflect on a grand day out in the hills, successfully 
overcoming the challenges presented and wider musings on life etc…  I did some of that but mainly I thought about how good 
my first beer was going to taste.   
 
The finish line and beer duly arrived, along with a post-race presentation of epic proportions, a ceilidh and a groggy Sunday 
morning head.   
 
Day 5 (Jura to Arran - Bike, Ferry x 2, Bike, Ferry, Bike). 
 
With the main event completed, it was time to start the journey home. Cycling into wind and rain was an enervating but 
unwelcome start to the day, as was the interminably cold wait at the first ferry crossing as cars were prioritised over cyclists 
for the first two crossings.  Equanimity was soon restored though by another belting ferry breakfast.  That provided sufficient 
fuel for the rest of the uneventful journey and the welcome luxury of a bunk house and a proper bed. 
 
Day 6 (Exploring Arran). 
 
Other than the brief hop across it on the way to Jura, I had never been to the Isle of Arran before despite having travelling 
widely elsewhere in Scotland. It quickly became apparent I had missed out.  The mountains around Glen Rosa provided a high 
quality day out over some adventurous ground.  Clear weather and plenty of daylight hours meant I was able to dawdle, make 
the most of the opportunity and ponder on future options for cycle touring and running in the Scottish Highlands and 
Islands...     
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Awesome Arran with Jura on the Far Horizon 

 

Day 7 (Back to Reality - Ferry, Trains x 2, Car) 
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Conclusion. 
 
I have been fortunate enough to enjoy some fantastic and rewarding outdoor adventures over the years. Using cycle touring 
to make the journey to the destination part of the adventure was a new one that I definitely hope to repeat.  As for the Isle of 
Jura Fell Race, it provided not only a hugely satisfying and rewarding running experience but a great crack too. Final thanks 
must go to Ian Harryman, from Avon Valley Runners, who sowed the Jura seed a couple of years ago. 
 
Endnote - More Local Fell Racing Opportunities. 
 
Gaining fell running experience and participation in events does not require trips to Scotland or even Northern England. The 
Black Mountains and the Brecon Beacons are easily accessible in a day trip from Corsham and provide excellent fell running 
terrain. The area is home to a good number of fell races.  All involve off-road terrain, hills and carrying mandatory 
equipment/clothing, but there are shorter distances on offer where navigation is much more straightforward; indeed the odd 
race is fully marked.   
 
Further information on fell running and races in the South Wales area can be found at: 
https://sites.google.com/site/welshfellrace/home. 
 
If you have any questions about events in South Wales and/or fell running more generally then please do not hesitate to drop 
me a line at awayruns@corshamrunningclub.co.uk. 

Dave Mackie 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Corsham 10k & 2k races – 26th April 2020 
10k Entries open on 1st January 2020 at 9am.  2k entries open on 1st February 2020 at 6pm 

 

Hazelbury Hurrah – 10th July 2020 
The Hazelbury Hurrah will be back for its third year in 2020. 

Entries and details of additional races will be available in the 
New Year. 
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The weather gods shone down on us for the 2019 edition of the Marshfield Mudlark!  There was significant rainfall 

in the days preceding the event but the sun shone during the course setup on the Saturday, which made life super 

easy, and the rains came again overnight on Saturday into Sunday morning, to really soak the course, but amazingly 

stopped before we got to the cricket club to open race registration. It was perfection! For the actual races the sun 

shone, the mud was plentiful and 

the event was huge success.  

 

We changed things a little this 

year by only having online entry 

available which meant I was a 

little stressed the weekend 

before the race, when we hadn't 

even covered our costs, but a 

flurry of entries in the last 7 days 

meant we had 480 runners take 

part over the 3 events. We also 

used some volunteers from the 

club as course marshals this year, 

which we've not done before, but 

the feedback I have had has been 

positive so we'll definitely look to 

repeat that again next year.  

 

There were the inevitable hitches during the day when things don't go to plan but these were mostly invisible to 

onlookers so although I berated myself no one else appeared to notice or indeed care.  

 

We have raised over £1500 

for Marshfield School PTA 

and that would not have 

been possible without the 

help and support from the 

club and those volunteers 

who turned up to help out. 

Thank you from me, the 

organising committee and 

Marshfield School PTA 

who have not stopped 

thanking me, on your 

behalf, since then. They 

really do think Corsham 

Running Club is awesome! 

Dave Bethune 

  

Marshfield Mudlark 

Photo courtesy of CRC website 

Photo courtesy of CRC website 



 

 

 

 
Hi I'm Jan, I have been running on and off for the last 16 years, joined CRC in September 2016 and have enjoyed running 

with the club ever since. Last year I did the EA course to obtain my LIRF qualification and I have been regularly leading 

Group C ever since.  In April this year I took on the committee role of Welfare/H&S Officer.  

1. Sporting Icon – The person who I have 

loved following through her career is Jo 

Ann Pavey. Her determination to continue 

through injury, losing to cheating Russians 

and then coming back after two babies 

and winning Gold in the 10000m in Zurich 

aged 40 is just inspirational! 

2. Best Book - So hard to choose just one 

but a favourite recent read is The Salt 

Path. It is a true story about Raynor and 

Moth Winn who find themselves 

homeless and decide to take on the 630 

miles of the South West Coast Path. To 

add to their difficulties Moth has a 

terminal disease. It is a beautiful and 

thoughtful story showing true human 

strength and endurance. 

3. This week I have been mostly listening 

to - Christmas tunes…Jingle Bells and 

Away in a Manger being played on flute, 

clarinet, sax and recorder!  

4. Most bizarre running experience – A 

six-foot-long snake crossing the path in 

front of me when I was running in Taipei.  

5. Top Running Tip – I wouldn’t ever say I 

was expert enough to give advice on 

running but my personal mantra when it is 

wet, cold and dark on a Tuesday or Thursday and I am considering curling up of the sofa is that: ‘You never regret a run’  

6. Favourite Cake - Chocolate wins every time for me 

7. Top Tipple – I am partial to the occasional glass of Red or White, or Rose, or Prosecco…. 

8. If I won the lottery, I'd make sure my family were all comfortable and donate to as many worthy charities as my win 

allowed. 

9. Favourite Superhero, and why?  My very own Superhero was my Dad who died suddenly this September. Amongst 

many things, his love of life outdoors and ability never to waste a single day are continuing to motivate me through a 

difficult time. 

10. Favourite Holiday destination? Boracay in the Philippines. 

Jan Forsyth  

Getting To Know You 


